The safety and reliability of a motor vehicle hinges on the quality and durability of its components. MEYLE-HD intensively researches vehicles for their weak points, and in turn, develops reinforced steering and suspension parts, knowing they will perform reliably over the next thousands of miles. MEYLE-HD guarantees it with their unique four-year warranty, emphasizing the quality and standards the MEYLE HD brand represents.

IMC and Meyle HD (High Durability) has your solution, to not only replace your steering and suspension, but outlast the original equipment. The “HD” is well deserved, as the parts are subjected to multiple tests, ensuring only parts of the highest quality are installed on your customer’s vehicle.
MEYLE-HD parts - Better than the Original!

- Automotive components engineered to last: Technically refined parts engineered to first-class quality to outshine the performance of the original.
- Safety guaranteed: 4-year warranty on the entire MEYLE-HD range.
- Time and cost savings: MEYLE-HD parts are designed for professional and easy installation, they always come with a full set of hardware and do not require costly special tooling.
- Quality first: From analysis, engineering and production, MEYLE-HD offers added value from a single source!

MEYLE-HD Bushings

MEYLE-HD parts are field-proven full-rubber designs made from high-strength, enhanced rubber to the outer sleeve. The bushing’s damping characteristics are optimally geared to the original part to ensure maximum driving comfort. This makes MEYLE-HD full-rubber bushing a long-lasting alternative to original hydro bushings.

MEYLE-HD Ball Joints

MEYLE-HD ball heads are engineered with precisely the correct diameter to make for a rugged and long lasting joint. This is why MEYLE-HD ball joints significantly outlast original ball heads.

MEYLE-HD Stabilizer Links

- Wear-resistant plastic socket
- 16mm wrench attachment for increased ease of installation
- Durable ball pin
- Reinforced link rod
- Corrosion-resistant zinc-nickel plating
- High-performance grease

MEYLE-HD Control Arms

- One adjustable control arm to replace its three OE equivalents with clear marking of the adjustment options
- Ball joint which can be replaced individually. Only available from MEYLE-HD.
- Ball joint with anti-corrosion finish and innovative socket made from highly wear-resistant plastic material

Win Omaha Steaks! Email win@imcparts.net and enter “Meyle Omaha Steak” in the subject line. Be sure to include your account#, account name & your name. Good Luck!!

Manufacturer Information -

MEYLE Products®, is part of Wulf Gaertner Autoparts AG in Hamburg, Germany and focuses on high quality aftermarket products in the area of chassis & suspension, rubber-metal and cooling. Their engineering department is committed to develop parts with properties clearly superior to the original. These parts are then rightfully given the seal “HD Quality” and /HD (for High Durability) is added to their part numbers.